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Poster Presentation Guide
Regarding Poster Presentations:
•It is also prohibited to electronically copy, save, record and download any contents of
presentations at lecture and poster halls without permission.
•Virtual event style using Remo.
•Presentations and discussions will be conducted through the function of Miro whiteboard,
screen sharing, and chat on Remo.
•Explanatory Poster: Be sure to prepare a one-page file in landscape orientation (see below)
and use it as the basis for your presentation.
•In addition to the Explanatory Poster, additional or supplementary materials may be used (free
format).
•The Poster Presentation between odd and even Poster numbers will be alternated, with a core
time of 50 minutes for each.
•The timetable for each poster session is shown below in the Timetable.
•It is recommended to make one presentation at the beginning and two presentations (~5
minutes) during the core time.
・ Japanese presentations submitted for the “Best Student Presentation Award” should be
indicated with a "★" in the poster number (e.g., 1P01★).
・ English presentations submitted for the “Best Student Presentation Award” should be
indicated with an "★E" in the poster number (e.g., 1P01★E).
•A test site will be released before the conference, so please check the operation of the site
beforehand.
Poster Presentation Timetable
Poster Display
Month, Day, Time
Sep 14, 17:00-18:40
Sep 15 12:40 - 14:20
Sep 16 16:40 - 18:20

Poster Number

Presentation Time

Start
time
of
explanation (approx.)

1P-Odd

17:00 - 17:50

17:00, 17:15, 17:30

1P-Even

17:50 - 18:40

17:50, 18:05, 18:20

2P-Odd

12:40 - 13:30

12:40, 12:55, 13:10

2P-Even

13:30 - 14:20

13:30, 13:45, 14:00

3P-Odd

16:40 - 17:30

16:40, 16:55, 17:10

3P-Even

17:30 - 18:20

17:30, 17:45, 18:00

Regarding Explanatory posters:
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•It is assumed that the entire poster will be displayed on the screen, and will be switched to
supplementary materials as necessary during the presentation.
•It is strongly recommended that the materials used for the presentation be prepared in English.
The applicants for the “Best Presentation Award for Students” must prepare in English.
a) Using a template is recommended (see link below).
(https://photochemistry.jp/2021/doc/template.pptx）
b) Summarize the content of your research on a single A3 sheet in landscape orientation sheet.
c) Prepare the material so that the charts and fonts that do not need to be enlarged (18 pt or
larger font size is recommended).
For the reference to the image of the Explanatory Poster, see the sample poster below.
1P01★

Demo video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P01JxUBNU2Y
Remo Information
Vist Remo HP (https://remo.co/) and obtain the information of manuals and others at Help
Center (https://help.remo.co/en/support/home).
Additional information
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Miro Whiteboard
https://help.remo.co/en/support/solutions/articles/63000261363-how-to-create-one-mirowhiteboard-for-your-remo-eventShare Screen
https://help.remo.co/en/support/solutions/articles/63000250886-how-to-share-screen-inremo-conference
Chat
https://help.remo.co/en/support/solutions/articles/63000250655-how-to-use-the-chat-featurein-remo-
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